School Struggles

Intro
D    G    A

Verse 1
D          G
They're having challenges at school
A          D
Might make them feel like a fool
D          G
Parents know that it's not alright
A          D
Where can they go to gain insight?

Chorus
G
We need to get them a complete evaluation
A
Pediatrician and teacher's participation
D
IEPs, specialized testing and 504 plans
G          A
Will get them back on track for a successful lifespan

Verse 2
Children need their education

School struggles cause consternation

Could have a learning disorder

Mom and dad as big supporters

Chorus

We need to get them a complete evaluation

Pediatrician and teacher’s participation

IEPs, specialized testing and 504 plans

Will get them back on track for a successful lifespan

Bridge

Is repeating a grade the right solution?

Not without basic cause resolution
Chorus

G

We need to get them a complete evaluation

A

Pediatrician and teacher’s participation

D

IEPs, specialized testing and 504 plans

G

A

Will get them back on track for a successful lifespan

Outro

D